



Muestras de los ejercicios

Nivel: básico


Answer the following questions. 

What were you doing before the class?

______________________________________________________________________________


Where did you go last weekend?

______________________________________________________________________________	

What do you want to eat tomorrow?

______________________________________________________________________________


Do you take a shower every day?

______________________________________________________________________________


Where do you have to go every morning?

______________________________________________________________________________


What do you need to do in the afternoon?

______________________________________________________________________________


What is your mom doing now?

______________________________________________________________________________


Who is taller you or your father?

______________________________________________________________________________


Who is the smartest person in your family?

______________________________________________________________________________


What will you do after the class?

______________________________________________________________________________


Where are you going to go on your next vacation?

______________________________________________________________________________


How many cars do you have?

______________________________________________________________________________


How much coffee do you drink in the morning?

______________________________________________________________________________
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Fill each space with the correct form of the verbs to make either 
first or second conditional sentences. 

• If I get home late tonight, I ___________________________ (not eat).


• If Jan could run 100 meters in 10 seconds, he _______________________ (be) an athlete.


• If Simon catches a fish today, we ______________________________ (eat) it.


• She ____________________ (buy) a Porsche if she won the lottery.


• If it ______________________ (rain) in the Sahara desert, everyone would be very surprised.


• If it rains tonight, we _________________________ (can/go) to the cinema.


• If your dog spoke, you ________________________ (can/sell) it to the circus.


• If we play football on Saturday, I ________________________ (be) tired on Sunday.


• You_____________________________ (become) fat if you eat too much.


•  If I _____________________ (be) you, I wouldn't accept that job. It sounds terrible!!


Complete the following sentences with the correct form of do and 
make. 
1. I hate _________________________ the housework every day.


2. She had to repeat the composition because she _______________ a lot of spelling 
mistakes.


3. Be serious, why are you always___________________ fun of everything?


4. They were so much noise that someone phoned the police


5. I always___________________ the ironing and she __________________ the washing up.


6. The best man has to ____________________ a speech.


7.-Could you ___________________ me a favor?


8. I was the shopping when I met Rosemary.


9. I ________________________ an appointment with the dentist.


10. She always __________________a delicious cake for her birthday.
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Nivel: intermedio


1.	 She is speaking to her father now.     SO ______________ ______________.

2.	 Rosy will come back to her school tomorrow______________ ______________TOO.

3.	 They need to pay the bill before they leave. SO _________     ________.

4.	 We were very pleased with the results. _________ ______________TOO.

5.	 Now we can take the time to rest. _______  __________ TOO.

6.	 We have been thinking about that problem lately  ____________ ___________ they

7.	 He must remember that day, SO___________ ______________.

8.	 Rosy could easily jump that distance I _________  _____________.

9.	 They need to go over the deal one more time. She _________      _______.

10.	Robert came late to class.    ______ ___________TOO.

11.	I had made an effort to understand them so ________      ______.

12.	They will arrest him right away _______      _____________.


Complete these sentences with an appropriate object or  
emphatic/reflexive pronoun as indicated. 

Object pronouns 

1.	 He liked the book I gave _______________ for his birthday.

2.	 I enjoyed that movie you took _______________ too see.

3.	 I asked _______________ to participate but they were not interested.

4.	 We will do it for you, buy _______________ the materials.

5.	 The public liked the actress and applauded _______________ enthusiastically.

6.	 Ask the teacher to tell _______________ how to do it.


Reflexive pronouns 

7.	 Charles Lindberg flew the Atlantics by _______________ in 1927.

8.	 Look at _______________ in the mirror, Mary.

9.	 You must do this exercise by _______________.

10.	No one helped us; we did it _______________.

11.	People have told me about it, but I have not seen it _______________.

12.	Jane cut _______________ with a kitchen knife.


Possessive Adjectives/ Possessive Pronouns 

13.	Jane has already eaten her lunch, but I’m saving ____________ until later

14.	She has broken ___________ leg.

15.	You can’t have any chocolate. It’s all ______________.

16.	The hamster is in __________ house.

17.	These suitcases belong to you and your wife. These suitcases are____________.

18.	___________ pencil is broken. Can I borrow ____________? 

19.	Those cookies belong to my sister's friends. Those cookies are ______________.

20.	Ann likes ________ teacher at school.
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Choose the correct pair among either…or… / neither… nor… and 
complete these sentences. 

1.	 In this game you ______ win _____ lose. It depends on you.

2.	 _____ Sue _______ Sarah will help you with this problem. They are both busy at 

the moment.

3.	 This is my offer. You ______ take it ________ leave it.

4.	 When I go to a restaurant, I eat _________ fish _____ roast chicken. Those are my 

favorite meals.

5.	 His father believed ___________ his son _________ his friend. He thought that 

both were lying.

6.	 I need ________ your help ______ your compassion. I can perfectly handle my 

problems all alone.

7.	 ________ Charlie _______ Bill will write the report. Just ask one of them.

8.	 ________ you return the money you had stolen _______ I’ll call the police.

9.	 My mom can _____________ read ____________ write. She is illiterate.

10.	You use ________ this computer _____ the other one. Someone must fix them 

first.

11.	___________ you obey your mother ____________ go to your room.

12.	You can have ____________ pie _____________ ice cream for dessert.

13.	I like my coffee ________ black or with cream.

14.	Mr. Chavez grows __________ onions _______ garlic in his garden because he 

doesn’t like them.

15.	Wednesday is ___________ the first _______ the last day of the week.


Fill in the blanks with the correct adverb. 
•	 I have looked ____________________________ and still can’t find my shoes.

                           	    (Somewhere, everywhere)

•	 I want ____________________________ to finish his work early.


      (Anybody, everybody)

•	 There is ____________________________ here that I can’t find.

                         (Something, anything)

•	 I don’t have ____________________________ to wear o the party.

                              (Anything, something)

•	 Jesse works very hard but can’t do ____________________________.


                                                       (Everything, something)

•	 Bob can’t go ____________________________ at night because he has to work in the 

band.

                             (Anywhere, somewhere)

•	 Jesse doesn’t speak Chinese and doesn’t 

understand____________________________ in that language.                                                                         
(something, anything)
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Nivel: avanzado

Complete this text with these words in parentheses. 

No idea

Not only

Nor

Did I 

Had I 

Were they

No sooner

Not until

nothing

Did we

I had 

They were


Have you ever arrived at work thinking something was wrong? It recently happened 
to me. On Saturday morning, when I arrived at the city concert hall, there were a lot 
of musicians waiting outside. (1)________________ (2) _____________ opened the 
front door than the musicians. Started to come in and complain. (3) 
_______________ (4) _________________ unhappy that their next concert had been 
cancelled, but (5) __________________ also very angry that they hadn't been paid for 
weeks. I tried to explain that I only looked after the concert hall and (6) 
________________ (7) ______________ to do with money or music. They said that a 
lot of tickets had been sold, but they had (8) _______________ where the money had 
gone (9) ________________ (10) ________________ , I kept telling them. (11) 
______________ two days later (12) ________________ all find out that the concert 
organizer had run off with all the money.


Example:                I don´t have a pen, but if I      did      , I would lend it to you. 
                              He is busy right now, but if he      weren't       , he would help us. 
                              I didn’t vote in the last election, but if I        had      , I would have  
                              voted for senator Anderson. 

1.	 I don´t have enough money, but if I _______________, I would buy that book.

2.	 The weather is cold today, but if it _______________ , my sister would go 

swimming.

3.	 She didn't  come today, but if she _______________ , she would have met my 

brother.

4.	 I´m not good at cook, but if I ________________ , I would make all of my own 

meals.

5.	 I have to go to class this afternoon, but if I __________ , I would go downtown 

with you.

6.	 He didn't go to a doctor, but if he _____________ , the cut on his hand 

wouldn't have gotten infected.

7.	 I always pay my bills. If I ____________ , I would get in a lot of trouble.
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8.	 Helium is lighter than air. If it _____________ , helium-filled balloons wouldn't 
float upward.


9.	 I called my husband to tell him I would be late. But if I _____________ he 
would have gotten worried about me.


Circle the correct form of the participle. 

Example:        that was an   amazed / amazing     movie.


1.	 We ate the    boiling  /  boiled  eggs for dinner.

2.	 We had a     terrified /  terrifying   car ride through the mountains.

3.	 I was      exhausting / exhausted   when it was over.

4.	 The movies  certainly weren't    boring / bored.

5.	 The     disappointing  /  disappointed   children didn't like the cartoons in TV.

6.	 I received some     disappointing / disappointed grades.

7.	 The  annoyed / annoying uncle thought the children were too noisy.


Match the idioms with their corresponding definitions. 

Get rid of  

By heart 

Out of  order 
In a hurry 
For the time being 

For good 
No wonder 

Cold cash 
To pay with plastic

Not surprised 

Temporally 
Forever 

Real money 
Not in working condition 

Pay with credit card 
To eliminate, to remove 

To be short on time, rushed 
To know something very well 
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